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Los Angeles, CA -- (SBWire) -- 12/26/2019 --The global Border Security Systems market is expected to witness significant growth in the coming years owing to rise in the number of terrorism, territorial conflicts, and geopolitical instabilities. Border Security Systems help in detecting a wide range of threats and providing real time data for rapid mobilization. They have the ability to operate in challenging environments and remote locations. Manufacturers are developing Border Security Systems with smart technology that helps in identifying multiple threats in a reliable manner and in real time.

The Border Security Systems market has been undergoing a number of product launches since past few years. For instance, Israel Aerospace Industries Ltd. has introduced ELTA's Drone Guard. It is an operationally proven multi-sensor multi-layer Counter Unmanned Aircraft System solution. It especially designed for the homeland and military security market and has the ability to operate in harsh environments. Robust, portable, lightweight, and low power consumption are some of the key features of this system.

Players to provide innovative solutions for defence and security

Lockheed Martin Corporation (U.S.), BAE Systems PLC (U.K.), Airbus Group SE (Netherlands), Raytheon Company (U.S.), Rockwell Collins, Inc. (U.S.), Finmeccanica SPA (Italy), Northrop Grumman Corporation (U.S.), Safran (France), Elbit Systems (Israel), Moog, Inc. (U.S.), Saab AB (Sweden), Thales Group (France), Israel Aerospace Industries Ltd. (Israel), Flir Systems, Inc. (U.S.), and Controp Precision Technologies Ltd. (Israel) are some of the major players operating in the Border Security Systems market.
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Surge in the territorial conflicts across the globe to drive the Border Security Systems market

Geopolitical turmoil and territorial disputes have been rising across the globe, which is increasing the need for Border Security Solutions of advanced technology. Various military and defense sectors have been increasingly adopting unmanned system solutions, which is having a positive impact on the Border Security Systems market growth.

Moreover, there has been an increase in defence spending among the developing nations, which is opening up avenues for the Border Security Systems market growth. Growing trend of autonomous operations is also positively impacting the Border Security Systems market growth. On the flip side, technical limitations and environmental factors can affect the performance of Border Security Systems. Stringent regulatory environment in varied regions may hamper the Border Security Systems market to an extent.
Market Segmentation

By System

? Radar

? Laser

? Camera

? Perimeter Intrusion Detection

? Unmanned Vehicles

? Wide-Band Wireless Communication

? Command and Control

? Biometric

By Environment Type

? Ground

? Aerial

? Naval

Adoption of radar systems is high as they are capable of detecting motion, measuring speed, distance, arrival angle, and direction of movement. Ability of radar systems to work in adverse conditions and cover long range as well as close distance is also driving their demand among defense forces. Biometric security border systems may witness a surge in demand on account of their ability to manage and track national data of deployment, electronic passport system, and smart card system. As far as the environment type is concerned, adoption of ground Border Security Systems is higher as compared to other types. This is attributed to growing need to ward off criminal activities across borders.

By Region

High military budget and advanced technology in the US are supporting the Border Security Systems market growth in North America. The Border Security Systems market in Asia Pacific is anticipated to exhibit significant growth in the near future, the reason being increasing investment in defense in countries like China and India. Surge in the number of criminal activities such as drug smuggling and illegal immigration is another factor fuelling the growth of the market in Asia Pacific.
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